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1. INTRODUCTION 
Light-water reactors are provided with detectors by Means of 
which the power distribution can be measured. However, for econ-
omic and practical reasons the number of detectors is limited 
and the power distribution can be determined at only a limited 
number of points in the reactor. Therefore, a calculational pro-
cedure is required which determines the three-dimensional power 
distribution on the basis of the detector readings. Methods that 
may be used for such a procedure are developed in this report. 
Special reference is made to boiling-water reactors because of 
accessibility of data for this type of reactor. First, the de-
tector system of a boiling-water reactor is described. Most 
boiling-water reactors are equipped with both fixed and axially 
movable in-core detectors, and for such reactors correlations 
between readings and power values have been applied. The corre-
lations use precalculated fitting constants. An alternative to 
the correlation method is presented next. A two-dimensional 
equation based on diffusion theory is set up, and a method for 
incorporating detector readings in the solution of this equation 
is described. A similar procedure is developed based on nodal 
theory, and a three-dimensional calculational method is worked 
out using this procedure and a one-dimensional nodal theory cal-
culation together with correlation factors. Finally, parameters 
affecting the detector readings are examined. 
- « -
2. THE CORRELATION METHOD 
2.1. Boiling-water reactor in-core instrumentation 
Boiling-water reactors are monitored by swans of a monitoring 
system consisting of fixed and traversing in-core detectors1'2). 
The instrument tube accomodating both fixed and movable detec-
tors is located in a water gap at the corner of four adjacent 
fuel assemblies. The fixed detectors are positioned axially at 
four equally spaced locations. There is approximately one instru-
ment tube for every sixteen fuel assemblies. The arrangement of 
detectors in a horisontal plane is such that when all the detec-
tor locations are rotated into one quadrant, all interior fuel 
assemblies in that quadrant are adjacent to a detector. 
The fixed and traversing in-core detectors both contain miniature 
fission chambers which measure the local neutron flux. The fixed 
detectors are calibrated using the traversing ones. One instru-
ment tube location near the center of the core can be reached by 
each traversing in-core detector so that each of these detectors 
can be normalized to a common value. The power distribution is 
determined by means of the fixed in-core detectors using stored 
traversing in-core detector readings to get values for axial 
levels where no fixed in-core detectors are located. A condition 
for using stored readings of the traversing in-core detectors is 
that no significant change in the control rod setting has taken 
place since the measurements were made. If the control rod set-
ting has changed or sufficient time has elapsed, a new run will 
be mad« with the traversing in-core detectors. 
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2.2« The correlation »ethod 
The box power is inferred froa the detector readings usina. cor-
relation factors'). The first stop in this calculation is to 
find the average power in the four fuel rods ianediately sur-
rounding the detector. The correlation used is derived frost ti 
dinensional box calculations and depends on the four-box 
exposure and void fraction. The correlation is independent of 
adjacent control rod positions. It has the following font 
MUt (L,I) - (CaK, «• CA*2 * B + CAR3 * E 2 + C M ^ " BY 
• CMIf ' B2V • CMt7 * BV2 • CAJtg * V 
• CAR, * V 2 • CA«10 • V3) ' BR(L,I) ( 2 . 2 . 1 ) 
where 
L * identification of radial detector location 
K * identification of axial detector location 
PAR(L,K) « four adjacent rod average power at radial 
position L and axial position K 
BR(L,K) * detector reading at radial position L and axial 
position K 
B * average void fraction in four adjacent fuel 
segments 
CMti * correlation factor i « 1,10 
The next step in the power distribution calculation is to find 
the average power of the four fuel segaents surrounding the de-
tector at each s^cified elevation, given the four rod average 
power at that position. The correlation derived froa the two-
disentional box calculations involves a coupled void fraction-
control rod pattern and a separable exposure-dependent factor 
as follows: 
- • -
PAJt(L,K) 
NB(L.I) « • ,_ (2.2.2) 
rL(I)-(1-PV(l)«V)(UrB1«B*PE2»B**FE3»B3) 
where 
Nl(LrK) « four-box average power at position L.K 
PAJt(L,K) * four adjacent rod power at position L,K 
B * four-segment averaee exposure 
V « four-segment averaee void fraction 
PEj » correlation constants i • 1, 3 
PL(I) * control rod pattern and configuration type 
dependent factor 
FV(I) * control rod pattern and configuration type 
dependent void Multiplier 
Finally the power in mn individual fuel box segment is given by 
P(L,J,K) * P4B(L,K) • PAUL,J,K) (2.2.3) 
where 
P(L,J,K) * fuel segment power at position L,J,K 
The power allocation factor PAL(L,J,K) is separated into the 
following factors: 
PAL (L,J,K) * RPII(H(L,J,K)) 
• (1 + CVH(M) • (VF(L,J,K> - V4B(L,K))) 
• (1 + CEM(EXF(L,J,K) - E4B(L,K))) 
• CTHUTYP, IT) • GR(L,J,K) (2.2.4) 
where 
M(L,J,K) * control rod pattern and orientation with 
respect to segment L,J,K 
RPH(H) • control rod pattern-dependent power nisnatch 
factor 
V4B(L,K) • average void fraction at position L,K 
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VF(L,J,K) • void fraction in segment L,J,K 
CVM(H) * rod pattern-dependent void fraction power 
mismatch factor 
E4B(L,K) « average four-box fuel exposure at L,K 
EXF(L,J,K) * fuel exposure of segment L,J,K 
CEN = constant coefficient in exposure mismatch 
factor 
ITYP « type of fuel box in position L,J 
CTM(ITYP,IT) * box and configuration type-dependent power 
mismatch factor 
GR(L,J,K) * gross gradient-dependent power mismatch factor 
The gross gradient power mismatch correction GR(L,J,K) for each 
fuel box is a weighting factor obtained by fitting a polynomial 
to the three reading in a diagonal line intersecting the given 
box, interpolating to the position of the box and normalizing 
with respect to the central reading. 
Given the fuel augment power the peak rod power is determined 
using a local peaking factor which is predetermined from a two-
dimensional box calculation. The local peaking factor is a func-
tion of fuel segment exposure and void fraction, control rod pos-
ition, and fuel and configuration type and may be expressed 
FLOP(L,J,K) = FPK(M,ITYP,IT) • (1+APK(1,TYP) 
• E+APK(2,ITYP) • E2) • (1+APK(3 or 5,ITYP) 
* V+APK(4 or 6,ITYP) * V2) (2.2.5) 
where 
E + EXF(L,J,K) * fuel segment exposure 
V » VF(L,J,K) * fuel segment void fraction 
FRP(H,ITYP,IT) 3 control rod pattern and fuel and configur-
ation type-dependent factor of local 
peaking factor 
APK(i,ITYP) * correlation constants,i * 1,6 
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The coefficients of V and V2 are taken to be APK3 and APKj, re-
spectively, if fuel segment L,J,K has the adjacent control rod 
inserted, but are taken to be APK5 and APKg if the fuel segment 
is uncontrolled. The maximum rod power density in segment L-J,K 
is then given by 
P(L,J,K)-FLOP(L,J,K) 
MRPD(L,J,K) «
 M » P f T B W P / » (1-PLK-PCH) (2.2.6) 
NRB(ITYP) Zs 
where 
NRB (ITYP) = number of rods per box of fuel type ITYP 
Z s s fuel segment length 
FLK * fraction of core power deposited in the leakage 
region 
PCH * fraction of core power deposited in the active 
channel flow by nonconvection mechanisms 
The peak heat flux QPK(L,J,K) in fuel segment (L,J,K) is simi-
larly determined 
,r •,
 v, P(L,J,K)'PLOP(L,J,K)'C1M1-FLK-FCH) ,„„,, 
QPK (L'J'K) " AHT(ITYP) Z8 (2'2-7) 
where AHT(ITYP) is the fuel heat transfer area per unit length 
per box. 
The critical heat flux (CKP) is determined from a (mass-vel-
ocity, pressure- and quality-dependent) heat flux correlation 
and the critical heat flux ratio is defined as 
CHFR - CHF/PHF (2.2.8) 
where PHF is the peak heat flux. 
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3. ACCELERATED DIFFUSION THEORY 
3.1. Henry's method for coarse mesh calculations 
The two-group equations for fast and thermal flux are 
"1*D1I*1+ER1*1 = i(vEf1?.+vIf2*2) (3.1.1) 
-I'D2!*2+Sa2*2 = Zs12»1 (3.1.2) 
where 
Dl 
ER1 
X 
vEfl 
vEf2 
D2 
Ea2 
Esl2 
Eal 
•l 
•2 
s 
* 
= 
= 
= 
= 
s 
s 
s 
X 
s 
fast diffusion constant 
removal cross section 
eigenvalue 
fast production cross se.tion 
thermal production cross section 
thermal diffusion constant 
thermal absorption cross section 
slowing-down cross section 
fast absorption cross section 
fast flux 
thermal flux 
£R1' Eal a n d Esl2 are related by 
ER1 * *al + Esl2 (3.1.3) 
Modified one-group theory can be derived from the two-group 
equations in the following way: It is assumed that thermal 
leakage is negligible in comparison with thermal absorption, i.e. 
-V 'D2 V *2 « Za2 *2 (3.1.4) 
If the thermal buckling is B^, the above condition is 
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D2 B 2/Z a 2 << 1 (3.1.5) 
The equation for the thermal flux then reduces to 
*a2 *2 - *sl2 *1 (3.1.6) 
Thus the thermal flux is proportional to the fast flux 
*s12 
*a2 
(3.1.7) 
When this expression for the thermal flux is inserted in the 
equation for the fast flux, one has 
1 *s12 
"Z' DIZ*1 + J :R1*1 » _(vEfl41+ vS£2+<|) (3.1.8) 
x Ea2 
Taking IRI +I outside the parenthesis on ihe right-hand side 
of the equation, one has 
1 v*f1 *s12 VH2 
If the nuclear parameters are renamed in the following way 
El • rR1 (3.1.10) 
vEfl E s 1 2 vEf2 
k.. » + (3.1.11) 
*R1 ER1 Ea2 
the equation for the fast flux is formally identical to the one-
group equation 
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1 
-••D^V«! + £1«1 = _ k„ £<!+, (3.1.12) 
This method is referred to as 1} group theory 4). 
For Di independent of space 
-V • Dx V éj « -Dj V2 *x (3.1.13) 
and 
k» 
2 * _ 1 V
 *1 + —5 Ml "° (3.1.14) 
Consider a reactor subdivided into nodes of uniform material 
properties. For the two-dimensional case a node will be charac-
terized by subscripts i and j, the node lying between the car-
tesian coordinates X£ and x^+i and yj and yj+j. Quantities as-
sociated with the node will be labelled ij and the mesh interval 
in the x and y directions will be named hj and hj, respectively. 
The one-group equation for this case takes the form 
V2 ^ + Bi;j2 *x « 0 (3.1.15) 
where 
A - 1 
Bt? - £ l i 4 (3.1.16) 
The following definitions are introduced 
3 ,vj+1 1 
Jx,i,j ' -»ij ^ / ^ •<*i,y)<3y (3.1.17) 
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a «i+i i 
Jy.i.j * -°ij ly /. RT •(x-yj>dx l3'1'18* 
ryj+i i 
^(x) = / J T- •(xfy)dy (3.1.19) 
vj 3 
,«i+l 1 
rY)dy (3.1.20) •i(y) - / -r- • («,] Xj "i 
, .yj+1 1 a2 
B2(X) « -1/^tx) / J _ • (x,y)dy (3.1.21) 
y 3
 h j s 2 
*i+1 1 32 
B2(y) » -l/#i(y) /
 5 • (x,y)dx (3.1.22) 
Xi h£ 3x^ 
The left-hand side of the equation is integrated over the interval 
from yj to yj + 1 
1 ,yj+1 »2* 32* 
_ / (__ + _ _ + B2*) dy 
"j yj ax2 3y* 
32 Yj + 1 1 .yj+1 1 32 
» - J -— *(x,y) dy + / »(Xry) dy 
3X2
 yj "j yj «j 3y2 
+ B2 / *(x,y) dy 
yj *j 
32 , 
» ^(x) - B*(x) ^ (x) + B^ #.(X) (3.1.23) 3x2 3 y J J 
Thus *j(x) satisfies the following equation 
j-J. + (B2 - By2(x)éj(x) - 0 (3.1.24) 
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Integration of the left-hand side of this equation over the 
interval fro« >i to xi+i gives 
xi*1 ' S . ,xi+l / ** — J - dx • J X* (B2 - B ^ U ) ^ ( X ) dx - 0 13.1.25) 
x± Jx2 xj y J 
The first integral is simply 
,
xi+1 *2»j a a 
J ^-y-dx «-5j*j<*i*1> - ^ •jCxi) 
• - 1/Dij (Jx,i*1,j - Jx,i,j> (3.1.26) 
x± ix' 
The second integral is split into two parts, the first of which 
is 
*i+1 •> 1 *i+1 Jfj+1 , , 
/ B 2 •j(x)dx - hL J-J- / fJ B 2 v(x,y)dx dy«^ v^jB 2 
«i ID *i Yj (3.1.27) 
where • j_ j is the average flux of node ij. 
Thus 
/ " " V d l ^ D t a + hi #irj B2 - 1/Dij (JXri+lfj - JXrirj) - 0 
(3.1.28) 
Now, integrating the one-group equation over node ij one has 
//( 7 2 • + B 2 *)dxdy - // I •(- J)dxdy + B 2h ihj V i r j 
(3.1.29) 
// V • J dxdy may be evaluated using Gauss's theorem 
// v • j dx dy - / J • n ds (3.1.30) 
" c ~ 
where the circulation is taken around the circumference of the 
node and n is an outward normal. Furthermore 
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/ J • n ds * / -Jy(x,yj)dx • / Jxl*i+1»y>dy 
c »i Yj 
+ / X JyU,yj+1) • (-dx) • f -Jx(xi.y)(-dy) 
*i+i yj+l 
- -hiJyrifj • hj JXri+ifj + hiJy,irj+l " hjJ«,i,j 
* hi(Jy,irj+i - Jy,i,j) • hj(Jx,i+i,j - Jx,i,j) 
(3.1.31) 
/ / (V2 • • B2 t)dxdy - - _ _ / / ? • £ d«dy + B2h lh1 é j * 
1 1 
" " 57T h i < J y , i , j - H - J y . i , j > ~ 5^r h j < J x , i + l , j ~ J x , i , j > 
+ B2
 h i h3 # i r j 
s O (3 .1 .32) 
• i f j i s determined by 
B
 **•* * DlJhJ |Jy»i»i+i " Jy»i»j} + FfJhT | J *' i + 1 ' i " J*»i»J} 
(3 .1 .33) 
Final ly 
/ X i + 1 B y 2 ( x ) • j (x )dx - h t * i f j B2 - J - ( J l f W f j - J x , i , j > 
x j x j 
« h i / h j t J y ^ j + i - J y , i , j ) (3 .1 .34) 
The transverse bucklings By2 and Bx2 are defined by 
o
 f
xi+1 , 
By2 - l/*i,j / l/hi By (*) *j(x)dx (3.1.35) 
Bx2 ' V * ! ^ / 1/lu Bx2(y) ^(yjdy (3.1.36) 
yj 
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and the above equation becomes 
2 _ Jy»i»j+1 ~ Jy»i»5 
>ij*ij »J y D i * i j h*
The corresponding equation for the x-direction becomes 
2
 Jx,i+1,j ' Jx,i,j 
B
« * D •••
 h- U-1.31) 
Accordingly one has 
B K 2 + By2 « B2 (3.1.39) 
By2(x) and Bx2(y) will be approximated in this way 
By2(x) 5 B y 2 3.1.40) 
Bx2(y) 5 B x 2 3.1.41) 
The equation 
JL- *,(» + (B2 - B 2(x)) ^ (x) » 0 (3.1.42) 
»x2
 J
 Y J 
reduces to 
_ ^(x) + Bxz ^(x) « 0 (3.1.43) 
•j(x) being a function of x alone, this is an ordinary differen-
tial equation with constant coefficients, which can be solved 
analytically. 
Similarly, the equation 
«2 
— - *i(y) + (B2 - Bx2(y)) ?i(y) - 0 (3.1.44) 
Jy2 
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reduces to 
3 2
 2 
— - *i(y) + B* ^(y) - 0 (3.1.45) 
Now consider two neighbouring nodes (i+1,j) and (i,j). The differ-
ential equation to be solved is in node (i,j) 
*
2f 
r + B x , i , 2 •j<*> * 0 (3.1.46) 9x2 
and in node (i+l,j) 
a2* 
^ ~
 + Bx,i*l,j •j<x> - ° (3.1.47) 
Por node (i,j) the general solution is 
•j(x) = Aifj sin(BXrirj x) • Cirj cos(BXrirj x) (3.1.48) 
The average flux in node (i,j) is 
1 *i+1 
•i.j " HT i • j ( x , d x 
1 - cos(Bx i j hi) sm(Bx#i,j hi) 
= '_Li Ai ., + I C, * (3.1.49) 
hi B«,i,j A O hi Bx,i,j x»3 
The average current Jx,i+1rj is 
Jx,i*M - -Di,j ^ *JU) 
x»hi 
- ' Difj B X r l fj Aifj C0S(BXri,j hi) 
•
 Di,j Bx,i,j Cifj sin(BXrifj hi) (3.1.50) 
We now have two equations in the unknowns Aifj and Ci,j. 
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Solving the equations for these we have 
Ai.j " Bx,i,j hi *i,j " l/(Difj BXfifj) Jx,i+i,j (3.1.51) 
1 1 " c°s(Bx,i,j h i) 
1,3
 Dij »x,i,j sin(Bx,irj hi) x.i+1.3 
Bx,i,j hi 
s m ( B x # i + 1 r j h i + 1 ) 
hi+1 »x,i+1,j * 'J 
(3.1.52) + • cos (Bv * ^ hi) *i s 
sin(BXfi#j hj) *'l»3 i 13 
For node (i+l,j) the solution is written 
« j(x) » A i + l fj sin Bx#i+lf:j(x - x i + 1) 
+ C i + l rj cos B X r i + l r j(x - x i + 1) (3.1.53) 
The average flux is 
1 - cos(BXfi+1rj h i + 1) 
*
i+1
'5 ' hi+1 B X f i + 1 r j A i * M 
(3.1.54) 
The average current «Jx,i+i,j i s 
Jx,i+l,j * - Di+lfj B X r i +i rj Ai+1,j (3.1.55) 
Solving these two equations for Ai+ifj and Ci+\fj» one gets 
Ai+l,j - - V<Di*l,j Bx#i+i,j) Jx,i+l,j (3.1.56) 
hi+1 1 - c o s ( B x , i + i , j h i+i> 
i + 1
'
j
 D i + l f j B i + 1 , j h i + i 8 i n ( B x , i + 1 , j h i + i « ' i + 1 ^ 
h i + 1 B x , i + 1 , j 
• • i+ i i (3 .1 .57 ) 
» i n < B X , i + 1 , j h l + 1 > ? * * 1 ' 3 
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Continuity of flux and current at the interface applies to 
average flux and current ar well. 
Continuity of the average flux at the interface infers that 
Ci*lrj - Ai,j sin(B,,irj ht) • C i r j costs,,i(j hi) O.I.St) 
Using the expressions for Ci+i,j, *i,j and ci,j» on* 9ets 
h i + 1 1 - cos(B,,i+1#j hi4.,) 
Di+1,j »x,i4l,j »i*1 «i«M»x.i*1,j «i*1> *»i+l'* 
hi-M »x,i*1,j 
* •in(B|,i+1,jl»i*1> *i*1»l 
- (»x,i,j hi virj - Js,irj/(Di,j »x,i,J>> «i»(°x,i,j *i) 
1 1 " cos<*xfi,j »>i) 
Dij *x,i,j «i"<»x,i.j hi) J*'i'3 
Bx,i,j hi 
• _. _ cos(B_
 i * hz) (3.1.59) 
«
in<»xti,j hi» s,i'3 X 
From this equation, Jx,i+i,j »ay be expressed in tens of *irj 
•"* •i*l,j 
Jx,i*1,j " 
*xri,j hi Bx,i*i,) hi4.| 
»in<»x,i,j hi) **'* " »inCB,,,^,^ h^,) *i+1'J 
"hi 1 - coXf t , , !^ hi) hT i^ 1 - co*rB|, i+i ,j h i + 1 ) 
l>i,j »a,i,jhi«*n{»E,l,jl»i) Oi+ i fj B x , i + 1 , j h i + 1 c i n ( B x , i + 1 , j h i + 1 ) 
(3.1.60) 
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3.2. Linear*»ation of Benry's Method 
It is asstmed that the teres *x,i,j hi »re sea 11 compared with 
unity 
B*,i.j l»i « 1 (3.2.1) 
As a consequence, the followinq relations are valid to the first 
order in B_
 4 *
2
 h*2 5'*} 
*x,i.j "i
 m
 B
«,i , j h i 
^
Url
^Uri^T »x . i r j h r 1/«B^ f i r j hf 
1 
1 - 1/6 B j | r i r j hf 
- ! + V« B 2 a # j hf (3.2.2) 
1 - cos(Bx,i,j hi) 
»x,i,j *»i sin (B x , i r j hi) 
, 1-C1-1/2 B , f l J hf+1/24 B«>iyjhj) 
B x, i , j h i ( B x, i , j h i~ 1 / 6 B x , i , j h i } 
1 - 1/12 B2 J ^ f 
1/2 1 V 
1
 - ' / • Bx,?,jhi 
- 1/2 (1 - 1/12 BxJ r jh?)(1 • 1/6 B K f i J hf) 
- 1/2 (1 • 1/12 B x J # j hf) (3.2.3) 
Insertion of these expansions in the equation relating Jx,i+l,j 
to *ij and *i+i,j leads to 
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Jx.i+1.j 
^ (1 + 1/6 B , r i J h?) n > j - (1 + 1/6 B,t i|1tj h^f) t u i t j 
(1+1/12 B_ i * hf)+ (1+1/12 B_ i.,2^ h i+f) 
2Dirj *»1»3 x 2Di+1,j *«**»»J i+T 
(3.2.4) 
Proa now on we will write hj • h. The right-hand side of the above 
equation is simplified further 
(1+1/6 B X r i J h 2 ) * i r j - (1+1/6 B X r i + 1 J h2)éi+lrj 
J
« . i + l , j " 
h h 
2^T7J 2D i + 1 # j 
• l / ( l+l /12(l /D l r j+l/D i + l r j ) - l (BX r i r j2 h2/D i r j+BXri+1J h2/D i + l f j )) 
(1+1/6 B, r i r 2 h 2 ) # 1 > j . ( 1 + 1 / 6 B, r i^ r2 h2)»^1y j 
h h 
+ 2Di7j 2Di+1,.j 
+ 1/12 d / D i r j + 1/D i+1,j)"2 2/h 
' ( ' B x , i , j 2 h 2 / ° i , j * i , j + B x , i + l , j 2 h 2 / D i + l , j • i + l , j 
"
 B x , i + l , j 2 h V D i + l , j * i , j + B x , i , j 2 h 2 / ° i r j • i+l,j> <3.2.5) 
The terms B X r i + l r j 2 h2 • ^ and B X f i > j 2 h2 * i + 1 ^ are rewritten 
in the following way 
B x , i + l , j 2 h 2 * i , j ' B x , i + l , j 2 h 2 • i+1,j 
• (* i , j " *i+l,j> B x , i + l , j 2 h 2 (3.2.6) 
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Bx.i.j2 h 2 *i+l,j " Bx,i,j2 h2 •
 i r j2 
+
 <*i+l,j - »i.j) Bx,i.j2 h 2 (3.2.7) 
Insertion in the expression for JXri+l,j 9*ves 
Jx,i+l,j 
m C1*1/< B X f i J h2)»iyj - (1+1/6 B X y i^ 1 yj h2)»i4l>j 
h h 
2
 *>i,j 2 D i + l r j 
+ 1/6 1/h(l/D i # j+l/D i + l f j)-2 (BX r t + l f j2 h2/D i+lfj+BXrirj2 h2/D i f j ) 
* (*i+l,j - *i,j> (3.2.8) 
The expression for Jx,i+l,j is linearized neglecting the last 
term 
Jx, i+l , j 
m C1+1/« B x , i , ? > * i , j " (1+1/6 B x , i + 1 , 2 h 2 ) * i + 1 , j „ , a > 
h h 
"2^171 2Di+1rj 
However, 
B x , i f j 2 h 2 *i,j ' h /D i , j ( Jx, i+l , j - Jx,i,j> (3.2.10) 
B x, i+l , j 2 n 2 fi+l,j * h /D i + l fj(JX r i + 2 rj " Jx,i+l,j> (3-2.11) 
and so 
B x , i , j 2 " 2 *i,j " Bx, i+l , j 2 h2 • i + l , j 
« h(l/D i rj +l/D i + l rj)JX / i+i /j - h/Di,j J x , i , j * h/Di+ifj Jx#i+l,j 
(3 .2 .12) 
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Rearranging terms, the expression for Jx,i+l,j becomes 
Jx,i+l,j = d/D i f j + l/Di+Uj)"1 
M3/h(*irj- •i+ifj)-Jx,i,j/2 Di,j-Jx,i+2,j/2Di+l,j) (3.2.13) 
Similarly, the average current in the y-direction becomes 
Jy,i,j+i = (1'Di,j + ^ i . j « ) " 1 
* C3/h(#i#j - • ifj+1) - Jy,ifj/2 D i r j - Jy,i,j+2/2 Difj+1) 
(3.2.14) 
In order to relate J . .., to average fluxes, the average cur-
X, 1 , J~r± 
rents J . . and J . - . must be eleminated. This may be done 
x,i,3 xf 1 +'r] o 2 
by omitting the terms B . . h from the expression for 
J
x , i + i , j ' y i e l d i " g 
Jx,i+l,j " 
• i , j ~ * i+1, j _i 
'2 L - d/Difj+1/Di+1fj) 1 2 / h ( é i # r # i + l f j ) 
h
 + h ( 3 . 2 . 1 5 ) 
2Difj 2Di+lfj 
Applying this formula to the average currents Jx,i,j and Jx,i+2,j» 
one gets 
Jx,i,j * a/h^/Di-x^ • 1/Dif j)-1(*i-l,j - *i,j) 0.2.16) 
Jx,i+2,j " 2/h(l/Di+1#j • l / D ^ j ) - 1 U i + l f j - *i+2fj) 
(3.2.17) 
The expression for Jx,i+i,j becomes 
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Jx,i+l,j " <1/Di,j + l/Di+l,j>_1 
* t3/h(*ifj - *i+lfj) 
~ l/Dl.j(l/»>i-l.j + 1/Dlfj)-1 l/hf ii.^3 - #if j} 
- l/h(l/D i f j • l/D i+ l f j)-l 
' <*i,j<3 + l/»i. jU/»i-lf j + 1 / D i . j> _ 1 > 
" • i + l , j < 3 + VD^^jd/D^!^ • l/Di+2^)"1) 
~ *i-l,j l/Ditj(l/«>i-lfj • l/Di,!)"1 
+
 *i+2,j 1/Di+lrj(1/D i+ l f j + l/D i+2fj)'1) 
(3 .2 .18 ) 
If Di_ifj • Di,jr one has 
l/D^jd/Di.!^ + 1/Dirj)_1 - 1/2 (3.2.19) 
l/Di+lrj(l/Di+1#j + l / D ^ j ) " 1 - 1/2 (3.2.20) 
and the expression for Jx,i+l,j reduces to 
JX,i+l,j ' Vh(l/Difj • l/Dl+lfj)"1 
. (7/2 H,j ~ V 2 #1+1,1 " 1/2 *i-lrj 
+ 1/2 *i+2,j> (3.2.21) 
The one-group equation is 
- V • Dx V #j + £x #j - l/A KW Ej ^  (3.2.22) 
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Since 
J • -Di V *i 
V • J + E1 +! * 1/A <e„ Zx *! (3.2.23) 
Integrating over a node and applying Gauss's theorem the neutron 
balance equation for a node results 
h(jy,i,j+l " Jy,i,j + Jx,i+l,j " Jx,i,j> + h 2 Eli,j 
s
 l/x K-i,j rii,j *i,j h
2
 (3.2.24) 
The neutron balance equation states that the absorption and 
leakage of neutrons in a node must equal their production. 
Putting 
AA1 - (1/Difj + l/Di+i^j)"1 (3.2.25) 
AA2 = d/Difj + 1/Di.!^)"1 (3.2.26) 
AA3 = d/Di,j + l/Di,j+l>_1 (3.2.27) 
AA4 = d/Di,j + 1/Dif j-i)_1 (3.2.28) 
and inserting the expression for the average currents in the 
neutron balance equation one gets 
$if j(7/2(AAl + AA2 + AA3 + AA4) + h2 ^u *) 
+ *i-l,j(- 1/2 AA1 - 7/2 AA2) 
+
 *i-2,j 1/2 AA2 
+
 •i+l,j(" I/2 A*2 - 7/2 AA1) 
+ *i+2,j ' 1/2 AA1 
+ *i,j-l <" I/2 AA3 - 7/2 AA4) 
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+
 •i,j-2 1/2 AA4 
+
 *irj+1 (" 7/2 AA3 - 1/2 AA4) 
+
 •i,j+2 1/2 AA3 
• */* "-i.j Eli,j *i,j " 2 (3.2.29) 
3.3. Acceleration by means of detector readings 
When the nodal balance equation is set up for all nodes in the 
reactor, a linear system of equations is obtained. The system 
has the form 
A • = l/A B • (3.3.1) 
The symbols have the following meaning: 
A is a matrix describing absorption and leakage, 
B is a matrix describing production, 
$ is a vector of average fluxes, and 
X is an eigenvalue. 
The equation is solved using an iterative methoJ, where guesses 
are made at the eigenvalue X and fluxvector <fr and a new eigen-
value and fluxvector are estimated. If the method is properly 
chosen, the fluxvector and eigenvalue will converge after a 
smaller or greater number of iterations. When detectors are pre-
sent in the core, the average power density at the location of 
the detectors may be measured. This can be used for accelerating 
convergence6). Since a detector is associated with the four fuel 
boxes surrounding it, the reactor will be grouped in cells of 
four boxes, some of which are instrumented and some of which are 
not'. Only the two-dimensional case is treated in the sequel. 
\ 
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Let p be the power of an instrumented cell. Then the fluxes of 
an instrumented cell have to satisfy 
Eo I *i,j «-i,j Zlifj/v = p (3.3.2) 
cell 
E0 denotes the energy released per fission, and v the number of 
neutrons produced per fission. 
Solution of the linear system will in general render fluxes in 
the instrumented cells that do not satisfy this condition. There-
fore, the problem is modified by introducing a diagonal matrix 
s with 1's placed as diagonal elements for boxes belonging to 
cells without instrumentation, and c as diagonal elements for 
boxes in instrumented cells, c varying from cell to cell but 
having the same value for all boxes in a cell. The modified 
problem is 
(AD - 1/A B) E ~U - t-AL + A 0 ) * (3.3.3) 
C «fr = P (3.3.4) 
The symbols have the following meaning 
$ is a vector of fluxes arranged such that fluxes of the 
same cell follow consecutively, 
AD is a block diagonal matrix, 
AL is a lower triangular block matrix. 
Ay is an upper triangular block matrix, 
C is a matrix relating fluxes of instrumented cells to 
detector readings, and 
p is a vector of detector readings. 
AD? A L , and A(j are derived from the matrix A using 
A « AD - AL - A(j (3.3.5) 
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Let the number of nodes be N and the number of detector locations 
be D. Then (3.3.3-4) constitutes a system of N+D equations. The 
unknowns of these equations are the fluxes, the number of which 
is N, and the elements of = different from 1, the number of 
which is D; altogether there are N+D unknowns. Thus the number 
of equations equals the number of unknowns, and the problem is 
properly posed. 
(3.3.3-4) is solved iteratively in the following way: First X is 
set equal to unity and the flux distribution is assumed to be 
flat, i.e. all the elements of the flux vector + are assumed to 
be 1. If a neutron balance equation of the form previously shown 
is applied, each cell is coupled to only the four surrounding 
cells. Now, consider a reactor in which the cells are ordered 
from left to right and from bottom to top with a cell character-
ized by subscripts (LX,LY). Then the flux vector of a cell 4 ^
 LY 
consisting of four elements satisfies the following equations 
(AD,LX,LY " 1/,X BLX,LY* 5 LX,LY *LX,LY 
=
 AL1,LX,LY *LX-1,LY + AL2,LX,LY *LX,LY-1 
+ AU1,LX,LY *LX,LY+1 + AU2,LX,LY • LX+1,LY 
CLX,LY *LX,LY = PLX,LY (3.3.6) 
ALi and AL2 are derived from AL and Anj and A02 from An. The sub-
scripts LX,LY after a matrix indicate the part of the matrix rel-
evant to cell LX,LY. 
Here 
S
"
1LX,LY *LX,LY ' 1 / cLX,LY *LX,LY ( 3 . 3 . 7 ) 
Put t ing 
*LX,LY * 1/5LX,LY *LX,LY (3 .3 .8 ) 
"> 
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the equations are solved cell by cell, fro« left to right and 
bottoa to top. During the iteration nuaber i, the fluxes of iter-
ation i-1 are used to evaluate •LX+1,LY a n d •LXrLY+l' whereas the 
fluxes of the iteration i have already been calculated for cell 
(LX-1,LY) and (LX,LY-1) and »ay be used to evaluate tø -j LY a n d 
•LX,LY-V 
First 
(AD,LX,LY " 1 / X BLX,LY} •1LXrLY * 
AL1,LX,LY • LX-1,LY + AL2,LX,LY • LX,LY-1 
+ AU1,LX,LY • LX,LY+1 + AU2,LX,LY •* LX+lrLY (3.3.9) 
is solved for t 1^ LY* s i n c e t h e matrices involved are of order 
4 x 4 , this is easily done. 
Next 
clLX,LY CLX,LY • LX,LY " PLX,LY (3.3.10) 
is solved for C 1 ^ LY' 
and finally ^ L X LY i s f o u n d using 
• LX,LY r' LX,LY * LX,LY 
The calculation continues by applying this procedure to the next 
cell. When all cells have been treated and the fluxvector <fri 
has been found, the eigenvalue A is adjusted. From the equation, 
(AD - 1/A B) S"1 • = (AL + Ay) * (3.3.11) 
a new estimate of A can be derived operating on both sides by 
a transposed vector ET of unit entries. This renders the 
following value, 
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E T B S"1*! 
Xi+1 " -=: i (3.3.12) 
E M - A ^ A ^ A ^ - 1 ) * . 
A new fluxvector ti-n is determined based on the eigenvalue 
estimate X^+i, and this procedure is repeated until X as well 
as 4 do not change appreciably. Using EPS-1 and EPS-2 the 
iterations are stopped when *i and Xj satisfy the convergence 
criteria 
I I *i " •i-lll/N*ill< EPS-1 (3.3.13) 
lxi - xi-l!/l*i! < EPS-2 (3.3.14) 
The fluxes in cell (LX.LY) are given numbers from 1 to 4 starting 
in the upper left corner of the cell and increasing when going 
clockwise round the cell. Consider box 1 in this cell. Using 
the neutron balance equation the elements of An» ALI» AL2r AUJ, 
A(j2» and B pertaining to this box are found to be 
for An: 
A D , 1 1 = 7 / 2 (AAl + A*2 + AA3 + AA4) + h 2 *nfj ( 3 . 3 . 1 5 ) 
A D , 1 2 • " I / 2 AA2 - 7 /2 AA1 ( 3 . 3 . 1 6 ) 
A D , ]3 = 0 ( 3 . 3 . 1 7 ) 
AD,14 ' " I / 2 AA3 - 7/2 AA4 ( 3 . 3 . 1 8 ) 
for ALU 
ALl,ll - " 1/2 AA2 (3.3.19) 
AL1,12 = I/2 AAl + 7/2 AA2 (3.3.20) 
AL1,13 ' 0 (3.3.21) 
AL1,14 S 0 (3.3.22) 
^ 
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for Aoi: 
Auirll = - 1/ 2 AA3 (3.3.23) 
A0i,i2 - 0 (3.3.24) 
A 0 1, 1 3 = 0 (3.3.25) 
AU1,14 • 7/2 AA3 + 1/2 AA4 (3.3.26) 
for A Q 2 : 
AU2,11 * _ 1/ 2 A A 1 (3.3.27) 
AU2,12 " 0 (3.3.28) 
AU2,13 « 0 (3.3.29) 
AU2,14 " 0 (3.3.30) 
for B: 
Bil » *-,i,j *l,i,j h 2 (3.3.31) 
Bij - 0 for j * 1 (3.3.32) 
The elements pertaining to other boxes are found similarly. 
3.4. Test calculation 
The method described has been applied to the test problem of 
Fig 3.4.1. The problem consists of an arrangement of boxes of 
two fuel types A and B, between some of which a control rod is 
inserted. A box of fuel type A with the adjacent control rod 
inserted is denoted A+, and similarly a box of fuel type B with 
an inserted control rod is denoted B+. At the boundaries zero 
current conditions are assumed. The arrangement is symmetrical 
about the diagonal. The two-group cross sections of the fuel 
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B 
B+ 
A+ 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B+ 
A+ 
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A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
A+ 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A+ 
B+ 
A 
B 
A+ 
A+ 
B 
A 
B+ 
A 
B 
A 
1 
A 
B A-f 
DIAGONAL SYMMETRY 
J = 0 ON LEFT AND LOWER BOUNDARIES 
Fig. 3.4.1. Test proble«. A and B are different fuel 
types; A+ and B-f- are the saae fuel types with a con-
trol rod inserted. 
D l 
E l 
I 
r 
*hi 
°2 
l2 
"
Zt2 
cm 
cm 
cm 
cm 
cm 
cm 
cm 
A 
1.848200 
0.024817 
0.018744 
0.004555 
0.465130 
0.595400 
0.072652 
A+ 
1,872200 
0.025760 
0.017722 
0.004565 
0.470180 
0.074494 
0.075738 
B 
1.848200 
0.024818 
0.018744 
0.003795 
0.465130 
0.059538 
0.066051 
B+ 
1.872200 
0.025760 
0.017724 
0.003804 
0.470170 
0.074479 
0.068849 
Fig. 3.4.2. Two-group cross sections for test problem. 
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types with and without a control rod inserted are given in Pig. 
3.4.2. The test problem and the standard diffusion theory sol-
ution to it are given in reference 6. 
Pour configurations of detectors have been investigated: one 
with all cells monitored, one with half the cells monitored, one 
with a quarter of then nonitored, and one with no detectors at 
all. The power distribution has been determined for all configur-
ations and coapared to the standard diffusion theory solution. 
A dot is used to synbolise a detector, and the average power of 
the cell provided by the standard diffusion theory solution is 
used as a detector reading. The results together with the percen-
tal errors are given in Pig. 3.4.3-6. The standard deviations of 
the estimated power distribution and the nunber of iterations re-
quired for convergence are given below for the four configur-
ations. 
Fraction of cells nonitored 1.00 0.50 0.2S 0.00 
Standard deviation (t) 1.3 1.4 1.6 1.6 
Nunber of iterations 6 7 14 41 
Thus increasing the fraction of cells nonitored reduces the 
nunber of iterations required for convergence and the standard 
deviation of the estimated power. The latter, however, had a 
small change. The impact on the standard deviation is believed 
to be greater when true detector readings are used instead of 
simulated readings such as those used here. The eigenvalue in 
all four cases was considered 0.99S. 
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4. ACCELERATED NODAL THEORY 
4.1. The three-dimensional calculational method 
The methods described in Sections 2 and 3 both require axially 
movable in-core detectors to get the three-dimensional power dis-
tribution. In contrast, the method presented in this section re-
quires only fixed in-core detectors. Nodal theory has been chosen 
for the procedure partly because of the limited storage require-
ment and partly because of the modest computing time. 
Taking the boxes of the reactor in cells of four boxes, approxi-
mately one-quarter of the cells are equipped with detectors. The 
procedure starts by calculating the readings that would have 
been measured in the cells lacking instrumentation, if they were 
instrumented. These pseudo readings are calculated at each detec-
tor level. The calculation is performed for the horizontal plane 
at that level in two dimensions and comprises outer iterations, 
where the eigenvalue is adjusted, and inner iterations, where 
the flux values are determined. Axial leakage is neglected. In 
the inner iterations, the fluxes of the instrumented cells are 
replaced by auxiliary variables, and the equations are solved 
for these. The cell powers are calculated, and the auxiliary 
variables are normalized, so that calculated and measured values 
agree. Having determined readings, pseudo or real, for all cells 
in the reactor, the axial power distribution of each cell is cal-
culated using these readings. The power distribution for a cell 
is calculated using the detector readings of that cell alone. 
Each cell consisting of four boxes with zero, one, or two con-
trol rods inserted is homogenized. A one-channel calculation is 
performed in which the detector readings are used to modify the 
boundary conditions in the horizontal direction. Initially, re-
flecting boundary conditions are used. The power distribution 
corresponding to reflecting boundary conditions will produce 
detector readings different from the real ones. The deviation 
between real and calculated readings is a measure of the leakage 
- 40 -
in the horizontal direction. Therefore, the boundary conditions 
are altered iteratively acrording to this deviation so as to pro-
duce a power distribution giving the same values for the measured 
and calculated readings. The fuel box power is calculated using 
the axial power distribution of the cell to which it belongs. 
The box power is calculated by multiplying the cell power by pre-
determined correlation factors. 
The method described above has been applied to a quarter core of 
a boiling water reactor. The whole core consists of 444 fuel 
bundles. The total coolant flow rate of the core is 5750 kg/s, 
and the thermal power of the reactor is 1707 MM. The control rod 
pattern is shown in Fig. 4.1.1. and the numbering of hydraulic 
channels in Fig. 4.1.2. The detector arrangement in the horizon-
tal plane is shown in Fig. 4.1.3. Eight cells are monitored and 
16 are unmonitored. Host of the peripheral boxes do not belong 
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Fig. 4.1.1. Control rod pattern. The numbers indicate 
the insertion in per cent. 
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Fig. 4.1.2. Numbering of hydraulic channels. 
to any cell. The detector arrangement in the vertical direction 
is shown in Fig. 4.1.4. The detectors are located at 4 axial 
levels. Each box is divided into 25 nodes. A detector is located 
4, 10, 16, and 22 nodes from the bottom. The axial levels are 
named A, B, C, and D, respectively. The detector readings used 
as input to the calculational procedure are the average power of 
the four nodes surroundings the detectors and are provided by a 
three-dimensional nodal theory calculation, also serving as the 
reference case. 
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4.2. An alternative approach 
Nodal theory calculations coupled with detector readings have 
been based on the FLARE model 7,8,9,10). j n this method three-
dimensional calculations are performed in each cell, and the 
coupling between the cells is expressed in terms of an albedo 
derived from two-dimensional calculations. Two-dimensional cal-
culations are also used to calculate pseudo-detector readings of 
unmonitored cells. In this way monitored and unmonitored cells 
can be treated similarly. 
For monitored cells the basic equation of the nodal coupling 
method is 
k-i(«) 
S ^ K ) = — (W^tie + DS^K +1)+ Wvt(ic - 1) S ^ K -1) 
+ I Whi(t)Si(ic) 
j*i J J 
+ {1 - 2Wvi(ic)-(4 - oi(ic))WiH(K) } S ± ( K ) ) 
(4.2.1) 
where 
i * index of a fuel bundle in a real-monitored cell 
j * index of a fuel bundle adjacent to i in a real-
monitored cell 
K - axial node number 
SJ(PC) = neutron source 
K«»i (>0 = infinite neutron multiplication factor eigenvalue 
W V ^ ( K ) = vertical neutron transport kernel 
W^n(ic) * horizontal neutron transport kernel 
a^(<) * horizontal albedo (2.0) for flat boundary 
condition 
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This equation can be solved only when the albedo a^ («c) is known. 
A first estimate of the albedo can be made by performing a two-
dimensional calculation that provides the relative magnitudes of 
the SJ.(K) of neighbouring fuel bundles. The calculation is done 
at each axial level of nodes. 
The power distribution of the monitored cell is determined from 
the first estimate of the albedo. The detector readings corre-
sponding to this power distribution are calculated and compared 
with the true detector readings. In case of a discrepancy the 
albedo is adjusted using the equation 
«i< Kn)(new) = (1 + c «<»cn)) aide) (old) 
n * 1, 2, 3, 4, (4.2.2) 
where 6(*n) s t n e correction factor at an axial node <en at which 
the nth detector is located, and c is the overestimate relax-
ation factor. The factor M * n ) is calculated by 
•„.(kn) - éc(kn) 
«(K.) - (4.2.3) 
n
 0.25 •»(kn) 
where vn(Kn) and +c(Kn) are the measured and calculated detector 
readings, respectively. The correction factors at the other axial 
nodes, where detectors are not located, are determined by linear 
interpolation or extrapolation of 6(<n) with some correction made 
at the control rod tips. The correction of a^(xn) is repeated un-
til the differences between the calculated and measured detector 
readings become small enough. 
When all monitored cells have been treated in this way, the de-
tector readings that would have been measured in the unmonitored 
cells, if they were instrumented, are calculated. At each axial 
detector level a two-dimensional equation is solved using the 
neutron source of monitored cells as the fixed source 
- 45 -
si(n)< *n> = ^t^L !J wjh<S> sj(n)<S> 
3*1 
+ {1-4 Wih(Kn) - (2 - 8i(tn)} Sit"1) (Kn)] (4.2.4) 
where Bi(*n) is the vertical albedo; the superscript m indicates 
the monitored cells and n the unroonitored cells. The vertical 
albedo is estimated using the equation 
W][( K-+1 )SJn> ( «n+1 >+wY( "n-1 >sin) < S" 1 J 
Bi^n) = 2 - 4 - 2 (4.2.5) 
Wl«n)s(n)(Kn, 
Since Si ( n ) (tn), Si ( n ) (ien + 1) and s i ( n ) (*n - 1) are unknown 
until the equation has been solved, the values of the bundle of 
the monitored cell nearest to bundle i are used instead. 
Now, the scheme for monitored cells can be applied to the unmoni-
tored ones as well, and in this way the global power distribution 
can be determined. 
4.3. The TRILUX model 
The TRILUX model 1 1) is based upon nodal theory, like the FLARE 
model presented in Section 4.2. It is, however, more advc~>ced, 
the difference being an increased number of coupling coefficients. 
The coupling coefficients are 
rjj = the fraction of neutrons leaving node i and entering 
node j 
Oj = the probability that a neutron born in node j is 
absorbed in node j 
pj * the probability that node j directly reflects a neutron 
streaming into node j 
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Øj = the probability that node j absorbs a neutron 
streaming into node j 
Uj - the probability that a neutron entering node j 
behaves like neutrons already present in node j 
A neutron from node i is either reflected by node j or absorbed 
in node j or enters node j without being absorbed. In case a 
neutron enters node j without being absorbed it behaves like 
neutrons born in node j. Consequently, the following relation 
applies: 
Vj + Pj + øj = 1 (4.3.1) 
The following variables are introduced: 
Mj = the fictive source comprising the fission source and 
the neutrons streaming into node j 
Sj = the fission source 
Jj i n* the neutron current into the j-th node 
Sj and Mj are related by 
Mj = Sj + WJ Jj i n (4.3.2) 
In a steady state one has furthermore 
Sj = (Oj Mj + 3j Jjin)*j (4.3.3) 
kj being the inf inite multiplication factor for node j . Now, 
tinated 
1-Ojkj 
Jj l n is elimi from these two equations, the result being 
j*n » _ S« (4.3.4) 
J kj(Bj+Ojyj) •» 
k*(aj+04) 
S^ - J J _ M, (4.3.5) 
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where 
*j = e-j/u-j (4.3.6) 
The eigenvalue X is introduced replacing kj by kj/A 
ST = \ J Mi (4.3.7) 
J A+ajkj J 
The leakage from node i to node j is Wji Mj. 
The coupling coefficients Wji can be expressed in terms of the 
other coefficients. An "i"-neutron becomes a "j"-neutron when 
the following conditions are satisfied: 
1. The neutron must not be absorbed in node i; the probability 
of this is 1 - o^. 
2. The neutron must arrive at node j, when leaving i; the 
probability of this is r^j. 
3. The neutron must not be reflected by node j? the probability 
of this is 1 - pj. 
If the neutron is directly reflected, there is still a possi-
bility for it to become a "j"-neutron, in case it is reflected 
by node i again. Thus Wji is seen to be equal to 
wji * rij<! - *i> 
•((1 - Pj)+ Pj P £(1 - Pj)+ Pj2 Pi 2U - Pj) + ...) 
OB 
*
 rii(l " ( M d " Q.) I P," Pi" = 
J J
 n=0 J 
= rijd - Oi)(l - Pj)/(1 - Pj Pi) (4.3.8) 
The leaka9? from i to node j is 
"> 
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1+ajki Jl-tjJd-tj) 
« „ M, « rsi i— Sz (4.3.») 
J
 ki(«i*oå) O 1'»j»i * 
The neutron balance equation states that leakage and absorption 
nust equal production. The production tern for node j is sinply 
Sj, and the absorption tern is Sj/kj. Thus the neutron balance 
equation becones 
I Wjj Mj - I Hji «i • SjAj » Sj (4.3.10) 
The summation is extended over the six neighbour nodes of node 
j. Using the relation between Sj and IIj the equation nay be 
expressed in terns of H^ and Hj alone 
kj(«j*«j) 
E W 4 i H* - C I!.;* Mf • — — - — — ClAt-UH-i (4.3.11) 
*J J J* * 1+ttj*j 
Again, the eigenvalue X i s introduced replacing kj by kj/X , 
and thus 
k j U j + B j ) 
Z W H H, - Z H „ Hf • — 1 — ( V k x - D R , * 0 ( 4 . 3 . 1 2 ) 
Wji nay be written 
Wji » (1 - ai>«ji' (4.3.13) 
where 
W^i - z** — (4.3.14) 
3
 fci(°i*»i> J 1-PjPi 
When j and i are both in-core nodes Pj and Pj, will not differ 
nuch, and the following approxination is used 
- i- = i « _ — (4.3.15) 
In the event that j is an in-core node and i a reflector node PI 
will be very different fron pj, and the above approxination is 
not made. The value to be used for p* will be the albedo. 
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In terms of W-H and ti^ j the neutron balance equation becomes 
t »ij'd - o^Mj - I Wji'd - »iJMi 
•
 J J
 _ (X/k. - 1)11^  * 0 (4.3.16) 
X* ojkj J J 
A new variable Uj is introduced by 
Uj « (1 - Oj)«j (4.3.17) 
and in terms of this variable the neutron balance equation is 
kj(Oj+«j) (Vkj-1) 
I W ^ 0i - E W i i U + \ J -^-^ 0i * 0 (4.3.18) 
XJ J J1 J X+ajkj I-øj -» 
4.4.1. Method for calculating estimated detector readings of 
cells without instrumentation 
Consider a cell of nodes surrounded by four cells. Then the 
nodes of that cell are referred to as internal, whereas nodes of 
other cells are named external with respect to that cell. The 
readings that would have been measured in the cells without 
detectors if they were instrumented are estimated by solving the 
two-dimensional TRILUX equation: 
kjtøj+Oj) (A/kr1) 
I
 WiJ 0 j - « W j l Uå • _ _ _ _ 11,-0 (4.4.1, 
at an axial detector level. In using the two-dimensional equation 
instead of the three-dimensional one, axial leakage is neglected. 
The equation is to be solved with the additional constraint that 
the calculated detector readings of the instrumented cells co-
incide with the true detector readings. 
Now, let node j be an internal node. The leakage from the 
neighbour nodes I Wjj Uj is split up in the following way 
E W,^ Mi * I W ^ Uj + I Wj4' Mi (4.4.2) 
ext int 
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where the first sumnation on the right-hand side extends over 
external nodes and the second over internal nodes. This expression 
is inserted in the TRILUX equation, and the term £+wji °i is 
moved to the right-hand side of that equation yielding 
kj (04+04) (X/kr1) 
£»;; U, - I W,4 U, + — 1 -13 3
 int 31 3 *+«j*j 1-Oj 
= Z W u ' Vi (4.4.3) 
ext J 
The left-hand side of this equation contains contributions from 
internal fission sources only and the right-hand side from exter-
nal sources only* The equation must be solved so that the detector 
reading calculated on the basis of the fission source is equal 
to the measured reading, if the cell is instrumented, 
I E Si/v. • 0i » P (4.4.4) 
int J J J 
where 
E 0 = the energy released per fission 
VJ = number of neutrons produced per fission 
flj = volume of node j 
P = detector reading 
Expressed in terms of Uj, the additional condition becomes 
kjfaj+Oj) j Uj 
I E 0 J J J i J), - P (4.4.5) 
int ° *+*j*j 1-»j Vj J 
If an attempt is made at solving the equation system as it is 
formulated above, no solution will be found since it is over-
determined. This difficulty may be resolved by substituting 
the auxiliary variables Vj and Vj for Ui and Uj on the left-hand 
side of the TRILUX equation. The result is 
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kj(Oj+Qj) (Å/kj-1) 
int J~ A+°j*j ^«j" 
Y W. . v • - T W • • V • + " " VJ 
1
 W
»J V3 ,L 31 * X+a.k-i 1-OH " 
» [ H ^ ' Ui (4.4.6) 
ext J 
Setting this equation up for all boxes in the reactor one gets 
a set of coupled equations of the form 
Aint vint = I Aext" "ext" «'4-7> 
n 
where 
A£nt = 4 x 4 matrix of coefficients for internal boxes 
Vint - vector of four internal auxiliary variables 
n = index denoting one of four cells neighbouring the 
cell under consideration 
A e x t n = 4 x 4 matrix of coefficients for external boxes of 
cell n neighbouring the cell under consideration 
U e x t n = vector of four external variables of cell n neigh-
bouring the cell under consideration 
uint ~ vector of four internal variables 
There are as many equation systems of this form as there are 
cells in the reactor. When an internal vector Uint n a s been 
found this will be an external vector U e x t n to the neighbouring 
cells. 
The equations are solved as follows: The eigenvalue X and the 
vectors Uint *n& uextn are set e <3 u a ,l t o 
X = 1 
Uint • (1/ !> 1/ 1) 
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uextn * <a' 1' lt 1) n • 1* 2» 3» « 
Vint - (1» 1» 1» 1) 
for all cells in the reactor. Then the solution proceeds as 
follows 
1. For instrumented cells: 
The vector Vint is found using 
Vi„t * I Mnt"1 W °extn (4*4*8) 
Then the normalization factor N is determined so that 
kj(oj+Oj) ! ! 
N I Eft J J JLj Vi « P (4.4.9) 
Finally, the vector 0int is found using 
"int • « V i n t (4.4.10) 
2. For cells without instrumentation: 
No normalization is required, and the equation system is 
Aint »int ' I \ m t n "ext" (4.4.11) 
n 
with the solution 
"int * I ^ n t " 1 *extn °extn (4.4.12) 
When Uint has been found for a cell, instrumented or not, the 
corresponding vectors U e x t n of neighbouring cells are set equal 
to U l n t. 
When all cells have been treated, the average value of the nor-
malizing factors of the instrumented cells is found, and the 
vectors Uj.nt ot the cells without instrumentation is multiplied 
by this value. A new estimate of the eigenvalue is made, and the 
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procedure is repeated, until both the eigenvalue and vectors 
uint converge. 
The eigenvalue is estimated as follows: Consider the equation 
for node j 
Vj<I Wij' + J ^ 7 TT^>- I Wji' Vi ' I Wji' Ui C4.4.13) 
Uj and Vj are related ty Vj = 1/N Uj which, on insert ion into the 
equation above, g ives 
1/N U, I w ' + 1 /N/k i S ^ X - k . ) - 1/N I H ^ ' Ut » I W , . ' Uj 
int ext 
(4.4.14) 
Prom both the right- and left-hand side of this equation, 
N Z Wji Uj is subtracted yielding 
U. [W^' + X Sj/kj - Sj I W ' o£ * (N-1) I tfn' Ut J
 J J J J J
 ext J (4.4.15) 
N is replaced by Nj since it differs for nodes of different 
cells. The equations are summed up for the whole core, and the 
result reduces to 
Z (Sj - Uj Z Wjj - X Sj/kj) * I (Nj-1) Z Wji Ui (4.4.16) 
* R j ext 
where Z denotes summation over all nodes adjacent to the 
reflector. Prom this X is estimated to 
I (Sj-Uj I Wij-(Nj-l) I WjiUi} 
j J R ext 
X = (4.4.17) 
I Sj/kj 
j 
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4.4.2. Results of calculating estimated detector readings of 
cells without instrumentation 
The coupling coefficients of the TRILUX equation are dependent 
on the fuel temperature and the void fraction both of which are 
unknown. For the fuel temperature the average value over the 
core which is 597°C has been used. For the void fraction a value 
of 10% has been chosen for axial level A, 40% for axial level B, 
60% for axial level C, and 70% for axial level D. The choice of 
these values is not critical, but assuming the same value for all 
nodes at a given detector level will make the estimated readings 
different from those determined by a three-dimensional nodal 
theory calculation, since the void fraction varies from node to 
node. In general, the void fraction of boxes with a control rod 
inserted will be lower than the average value at a given detec-
tor level. The estimated reading of a cell is equal to the 
average power of the boxes of the cell. 
The estimated detector readings of axial level A are shown in 
Fig. 4.4.1. Detector level A is situated at node 4 from the 
bottom. The control rod pattern is characterized by 7 cells 
with two control rods, 11 cells with one control rod, and 6 
cells without control rods. The standard deviation of the per 
cent error is 4.4%. The greatest errors occur for the cell con-
sisting of channels 7, 8, 18, and 19, where it is -9.1%, and the 
cell consisting of channels 31, 32, 42, and 43, where it is also 
-9.1% and the symmetrically located cells. The cell consisting 
of channels 7, 8, 18, and 19 has two control rods inserted at 
node 5 and 22 from the bottom. Thus the tip of one of the con-
trol rods is only one node from level A, meaning that neutrons 
will leak in from above. This three-dimensional effect cannot be 
taken into account in the two-dimensional calculation. Moreover, 
the presence of two control rods will make the void fraction 
less than the average void fraction at detector level A. Neglect-
ing axial leakage and assuming a void fraction which is too big 
will both reduce the estimated detector readings as compared 
with the three-dimensional nodal theory calculation. The cell 
consisting of channels 31, 32, 42, and 43 has one control rod 
inserted 2 nodes. Thus the tip of the control rod is only 1 node 
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Fig . 4 . 4 . 1 . Estimated detector readings of detector l e v e l A. 
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from level A, meaning that neutrons will leak out. In addition, 
the boxes 32 and 43 have a coolant rate much less than the aver-
age box coolant rate due to the throttling, so that the void 
fraction is greater than the average void fraction. Therefore, 
the estimated detector reading of this cell is overpredicted. 
Four of the cells with two control rods have a control rod in-
serted 3.5 nodes. Although the control rod tips are situated at 
detector level A, the estimated detector readings are neverthe-
less in fairly good agreement with the three-dimensional nodal 
theory calculation. Neglecting axial leakage will raise the 
estimated reading whereas use of the average void fraction will 
reduce it, because the void fraction is lower than the average 
value, and so these effects tend to offset each other. 
The estimated detector readings of axial level B are shown in 
Fig. 4.4.2. Axial level B is situated 10 nodes from the bottom. 
The control rod pattern is characterized by 16 cells with one 
control rod and 8 cells without control rods. The standard de-
viation of the per cent error is 5.6%. The greatest errors occur 
in the cell consisting of channels 31, 32, 42, and 43, where it 
is 8.1%, in the cell consisting of channels 73, 74, 84, and 85, 
where it is -10%, in the cell consisting of channels 75, 76, 86, 
and 87, where it is -9.4%, and in the symmetrically located 
cells. The control rod tip just below axial level B is situated 
at node 6, and the control rod tip just above B is found at node 
14. Thus no three-dimensional effect due to control rods is 
likely at axial level B. it appears from Fig. 4.4.2 that most of 
the estimated detector readings are underpredicted. This is due 
to the control rods which reduce the void fraction. 
The estimated detector readings of axial level C are shown in 
Fig. 4.4.3. Axial level C is situated 16 nodes from the bottom. 
The control rod pattern is characterized by 12 cells with one 
control rod and 12 cells without a control rod. The standard 
deviation of the percental error is 5.3%. The greatest error 
occurs in the cell consisting of channels 75, 76, 86, and 87, 
where it is -8.9%. Four of the cells have a control rod tip situ-
ated at detector level C, and the impact on the estimated detec-
tor readings is evident. 
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Fig. 4 . 4 . 2 . Estimated detector readings of detector l e v e l B. 
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Fig. 4.4.3. Estimated detector readings of detector level C. 
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Fig. 4.4.4. Estimated detector readings of detector level D. 
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The estimated detector readings of axial level D are shown in 
Fig. 4.4.4. Axial level D is situated 22 nodes from the bottom. 
The control rod pattern is characterized by 8 cells with one 
control rod inserted and 16 without control rods. The standard 
deviation of the per cent error is 5.3%. The greatest error oc-
curs in the cell consisting of channels 75, 76, 86 and 87, where 
it is -11.0%. Pour of the cells have a control rod tip situated 
at detector level D. The deep insertion of the control rods in 
these cells causes the void fraction to become less than the 
average value at detector level D, and this counteracts the ef-
fect of axial leakage. 
4.5.1. Method for calculating axial cell power distribution 
When estimating the detector readings that would have been 
measured in cells without detectors if they were instrumented, 
a modified form of the TRILUX equation was solved neglecting 
axial leakage. This was justified by the homogeneous construction 
of boiling water reactors in the axial direction. When estimating 
axial cell power distributions on the basis of measured or 
calculated detector readings the one-dimensional TRILUX equation 
is used, but as a consequence of the greater variation in the 
radial direction radial leakage cannot be neglected, and the 
detector readings are taken care of in a different way. The cells 
consisting of four fuel boxes are homogenized. The one-dimen-
sional equation is derived from the three-dimensional one in the 
following way: Consider the three-dimensional TRILUX equation 
for node j 
IMI Wi1 + % \ —L) ' I Wji ut (4.5.1) 
with the summation extending over the six neighbours of node j. 
Now, the sums on the right- and left-hand side of the equation 
are split ir'.o two parts, a vertical one and a horizontal one, 
comprising contributions from neighbour nodes belonging to the 
same cell and neighbour nodes belonging to the same axial level 
as node j. 
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I Wij* = E W ^ ' + I W ^ ' (4.5.2) 
v h 
I Wji' Ui = I W ^ ' UA + I Wjj' Uj (4.5.3) 
v h 
These expressions are inserted in the three-dimensional TRILUX 
equation, and the horizontal terms are moved to the left-hand 
side of the equation 
ojcjn^' •jw i J i + £ ! ! i ^ > - iwjioi 
= I WjA Ui (4.5.4) 
v 
The horizontal terms on the left-hand side are collected thus: 
I w ^ ' u, - I Wji' Ui = I wjj* 0.(1- I vn' Ui/I w ^ ' u.j) 
h J J h J h J J h J h J J 
(4.5.5) 
The reflection coefficient 0 is introduced by 
6 = I Wji' Ui/Z Wij" Uj (4.5.6) 
h h 
In case of reflecting boundary conditions W^j = W ^ and Uj = 
Uj. This means that 6 =1 and the term which expresses the 
influence of the surroundings vanishes. Por 9 * 1 the one-
dimensional TRILUX equation obtains 
lMl W A j + I Wt1 (1 - 0) + » I W-ji Uj (4.5.7) 
J v h J X+ajkj 1-ffj v J 
Putting 
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the equation is rewritten thus 
I wji "i 
v 
°
j
 * I *ij •! »ijd-*) • c 
• h 
I wji "i 
V 1 
, , (4.5.9) 
I wij + C I wij 
v h 
1 •-= . d-») 
I wij + c 
The ten [ W^' U±/ll Wij' • C) is obtained fro« this formula 
when 0 « 1 is inserted. Therefore, Uj 0 is introduced putting 
°jo * I wji' °i/<I wij' + c> (4.5.10) 
Although radial leakage sust be taken into account and 0, there-
fore, is different from 1, in general, it will not deviate much 
from 1. Expanding the expression for Uj one gets to the first 
order in 1-3: 
I W ' 
h 13 
Ui s U ^ (1 - - , (1-0)) (4.5.11) 
-3--10- JlfiTZ 
v 
A change in 0 by Aø will then be accompanied by a change in Uj 
given by 
4 Uj 2 Ujo r • U (4.1.12) 
I wij • C 
The correction factor I *ij/(I W^j + C) varies around 2.0. 
The formula obtained suggests that the reflection coefficient 
should be adjusted in proportion to A Uj/Uj. We thereby may in-
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corporate the detector readings in the one-dimensional calcu-
lation in the following manner: 
First B is set equal to 1 for all axial nodes, and the corre-
sponding power distribution is determined. The deviation Ap 
between calculated power Pc and measured power Pm is divided by 
Pm, and the reflection coefficient is adjusted according to the 
formula, 
COR • AP/Pm 
AB = XLIM (4.5.13) 
XMAX 
where XMAX denotes the maximum value at the detector locations 
of COR • AP/Pm and XLIN is the maximum value of A3. COR is a 
correction factor given by 
COR = (I *A + C)/I W^ (4.5.14) 
v h 
At first XLIM is set equal to a predetermined value chosen in 
accordance with experience. This determines the values of A3 
at the detector locations. Where no detectors are situated, 
AB is found by linear interpolation or extrapolation of the 
values at the detector locations. The reflection coefficient is 
finally corrected using the formula, 
8 (new) = 8 (old) + AB (4.5.15) 
The power distribution corresponding to the new values of 3 is 
calculated, and the procedure described is repeated with a 
modified value of XLIM to be chosen in the following way: After 
each iteration the amount that A P/Pra has changed at the detec-
tor location with the greatest deviation in the previous iteration 
is examined. This change is denoted DXMAX. The sensitivity, SENS, 
is then found using SENS * XMAX/DXMAX. XLIM is changed depending 
on whether SENS is greater or less than 1 
XLIM (new) = 0.5 XLIM (old) if SENS < 1 (4.5.16) 
XLIM (new) - XLIM (Old) if SENS > 1 (4.5.17) 
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In boiling water reactors the solution of the TRILUX equation 
is coupled with a thermal-hydraulic equation, which requires 
the thermal power and coolant flow rate of the cell. The thermal-
hydraulic calculation provides the fuel temperature and the 
steam void distribution that strongly affects the power 
distribution. These values, however, are unknown until the 
three-dimensional power distribution has been calculated. With 
regard to the coolant flow rate, it is estimated by using the 
average flow rate per cell for the core. With regard to the 
thermal power, it is adjusted at the same time as the reflection 
coefficient by using the calculated and measured power at the 
detector locations 
£
 Pm 
Q (new) = Q (old) (4.5.18) 
E pc 
where the summation is extended over all detector locations of 
the cell. As initial value the average thermal power per cell 
can be used. Since the coolant flow of a cell is the average 
of the four boxes in the cell, its variation is not as great 
as that of the box coolant flow, and differences due to throtting 
and the presence of control rods are reduced. Thus the assumption 
of average cell coolant flow seems justified. 
The influence of the control rods is described using Henry's 
method12) which implies that the fast and thermal absorption 
cross sections are corrected by a homogeneous poison cross section. 
Since only the average axial power distribution of the cell is 
to be calculated, the four boxes of the cell are homogenized. At 
operating conditions a cell has one or two control rods inserted 
in it or non at all. In the event that one or two control rods 
are inserted it is necessary to know their weight in order to 
evaluate the absorption cross section of the cell. Therefore, a 
box calculation has been made with reflecting boundary con-
ditions. The calculation presumes a box with no control rods in-
serted, one with a single control rod inserted, and four with 
one and two control rods inserted. The calculation was made at 
0% void and a burnup of 0 MWd/tU. The following notation is in-
troduced : 
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Ea(CELL) = absorption cross section for cell 
£a(CR) = absorption cross section for controlled box 
Ea(NCR) = absorption cross section for uncontrolled box 
= weight factor for controlled box 
The weight X is then determined trom the following equation: 
£a(CELL> - X Ea(CK) + (1 - X) £a(NCR) (4.5.19) 
whence 
X = 
Ea(CELL) - £a(NCR) 
Ea(CR) - £a(NCR) 
(4.5.20) 
The thermal absorption cross section £a2 and the fast absorption 
cross section Eai for the various cases are given in the 
following table: 
1 box, 0 control rod 
1 box, 1 control rod 
4 boxes, 1 control rod 
4 boxes, 2 control rods 
^al/01""1 
2.21061 • lo-2 
2.15240 • 10-2 
2.20009 • lo-2 
2.18726 • 10-2 
Sa2/cm~1 
4.16696 • 10-2 
6.30174 • 10-2 
4.38073 • lo-2 
4.63132 • 10-2 
From these results the following weight factors are derived: 
For thermal absorption cross sections 
no control rods per cell: 
Sa2(CELL) = Za2(NCR) (4.5.21) 
one control rod per cell: 
>:a2(CELL) = 0.09840 • >:a2(CR) + 0.90160 • >:a2(NCR) (4.5.22) 
two control rods per cell: 
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Ea2(CELL) = 0.21754 * Ea2(CR) + 0.78246 * Ea2(NCR) (4.5.23) 
For fast absorption cross sections 
no control rods per cell: 
Za1(CELL) = Eal(NCR) (4.5.24) 
one control rod per cell: 
Eal(CELL) = 0.18072 • Eal(CR) + 0.81928 Eal(NCR) (4.5.25) 
two control rods per cell: 
Eal(CELL) = 0.40113 * Eal(CR) + 0.59887 Eal(NCR) (4.5.26) 
Calculations made at 75% void show that the change in these 
weight factors is negligible. 
The eigenvalue X is estimated in the following way: Let R denote 
the set of nodes belonging to the reflector and C the set be-
longing to the core. We first estimate X for the general TRILUX 
equation and then for the modified one with the reflection co-
efficient 0. Consider the following form of the TRILUX equation 
for node j 
I wji' ui " I wij' u j + Sj - X Sj/kj = 0 (4.5.27) 
Summing over all nodes in the core, i.e. over C, one gets 
I I W n ' Ut - I I Wi-j' U-j + I Si - X I S-j/k.: = 0 
jeC i J jeC i J J jeC J jeC J J (4.5.28) 
where jeC means that node j is an element of class C. The two 
first terms on the left-hand side are split in the following 
manner: 
X I Wji' «i - I I Wji' Ut + I I W-H' UA jeC i J jeC ieC J j eC ieR J 
- I I W n ' Ui (4.5.29) 
jeC ieC J 
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Interchanging indices, the second tern nay be written: 
I I Wij' Uj = I I W ^ ' Uj + I [ W ^ ' Uj 
jeC i J J jcC ieC J J jcC ieC J J 
» I I W-ji' "i + I I «ii' "i (4.5.30) jeC ieC jcC ieR J J 
Thus the difference between the two first terms reduces to 
I I Wji' Ui - I I Wi-j* Oi « - I I « « ' Di (4.5.31) jeC i jeC i jcC ieR "J J 
X is then estimated by the expression 
I (Sj - Uj I Wtj) 
j J J R J 
X 5 (4.5.32) 
I Sj/kj 
j 
Turning to the modified TRILUX equation, it is 
I Wij' Uj - I Wji' Ui + X Sj/kj - Sj + I Wij'd - B)Oj = 0 
(4.5.33) 
The only change is due to the term £ W ^ ' d - 8)Uj, and the 
modified estimate for \ becomes 
I (Sj + l Wijd-ØJUj - Uj I w ' > 
j J i J R J 
X 2 ( 4 . 5 . 3 4 ) 
I Sj/kj 
j 
4.5.2. Results of calculating axial cell power distribution 
The axial cell power shapes fall into three categories: First, 
a cell may be uncontrolled, i.e. no control rods are inserted. 
In that case the power distribution will be peaked in the lower 
half of the cell. This is due to the existence of voids which 
increase monoconically from bottom to top in the coolant. Second, 
a control rod may be partially inserted in the cell. If it is 
inserted midway in the cell, its effect becomes largest on the 
axial power shape, where the lower part is cut off due to absorp-
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tion of the control rod and the upper part with no absorbing 
material is strongly peaked. Third, a control rod may be inserted 
fully or nearly so in the cell. In this case the axial power 
shape becomes similar to that in the uncontrolled cell. The 
reason for this is that a completely inserted control rod has a 
uniform effect on the axial power distribution, so that the axial 
void distribution is the only factor that comes into play. 
The axial power distributions of the monitored cells as estimated 
by the present method have been compared to that calculated by 
the three-dimensional nodal theory calculation. The axial power 
shapes are shown in Pig. 4.5.1 - 6 and the corresponding curves 
for the reflection coefficient are shown in Fig. 4.5.7 - 9. Both 
the estimated and three-dimensional solutions for the axial cell 
power shape are drawn with a dotted and full line, respectively. 
The axial power shape of the cell consisting of channels 92, 93, 
101, and 102 is shown in Fig. 4.5.1. The cell has one control 
rod inserted 7% ~ 1.75 nodes. The small insertion of the control 
rod means that the axial power shape is almost like that of an 
uncontrolled cell. The standard deviation of the per cent error 
is 2.1%. The reflection coefficient displayed in Fig. 4.5.7 is 
slightly different from 1. It is slightly greater than 1 for the 
first four nodes and falls from 0.998 in node 5 to 0.988 in node 
16; it remains greater than 1 for the rest of the nodes. The re-
flection coefficient is greater than 1 or less than 1 depending 
on whether an inflow or outflow of neutrons take place. The drop-
ping of the reflection coefficient below 1 from node 5 to 15 is 
caused by the insertion of a control rod through 14 nodes in the 
neighbour cell consisting of channels 71, 72, 82, and 83; this 
causes neutrons to leak out of the cell question. 
The cell consisting of channels 88, 89, 97, and 98 has one con-
trol rod inserted 20% ~ 5 nodes. The axial power shape of this 
cell is also peaked in the lower half of the cell as seen in 
Fig. 4.5.2, The standard deviation of the per cent error is 2.3%. 
The corresponding reflection coefficient is displayed in Fig. 
4.5.7. It starts with the value 1.04 in node 1 and decreases, 
dropping below 1 in node 8, where it is 0.997. In node 11 it at-
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Fig. 4.5.1. Average power shape channels 92, 93, 
101, and 102. 
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Fig. 4.5.2. Average power shape channels 88, 89, 
97, and 98. 
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tains the minimi« value 0.984 and thereafter increases slowly, 
first becoming greater than 1 in node 23. This behaviour can be 
explained by the presence of a control rod inserted 24 nodes in 
the neighbouring cell consisting of channels 67, 68, 78, and 79. 
With regard to the bottoai of the cell the presence of the con-
trol rod will Make neutrons leak into the cell, which explains 
why the reflection coefficient becomes greater than one. 
The cell consisting of channels 49, 50, 60, and 61 has two con-
trol rods inserted in it, one 14% - 3.5 nodes and the other is 
inserted 54% ~ 13.5 nodes. This is thus an example of a case 
where the control rod is inserted midway. The axial power shape 
can be decomposed into two components: the unperturbed shape cor-
responding to the shallow control rod and a shape strongly peaked 
in the upper half of the core. The axial power shape is shown in 
Pig. 4.5.3. The standard deviation of the per cent error is 5.0%. 
The reflection coefficient is shown in Fig. 4.5.8. It starts with 
the value 1.049 and decreases until it falls below 1 in node 14, 
remaining there for the rest of the nodes. It is greater than 1 
until node 13 due to the control rod which is inserted 54% and 
drops below 1 thereafter because of the control rod in the cell 
consisting of channels 47, 48, 58, and 59 which is inserted 96% 
and the control rod in the cell consisting of channels 27, 28, 
38, and 39 which is inserted 87%. 
The cell consisting of channels 1, 2, 12, and 13 has two control 
rods inserted. One of them is inserted 22% ~ 5.5 nodes and the 
other is inserted 61% ~ 15.3 nodes. The axial power shape is 
shown in Fig. 4.5.4. The standard deviation of the per cent er-
ror is 2.7%. It is strongly peaked in the upper half of the core. 
The reflection coefficient is shown in Fig. 4.5.8. It starts in 
node 1 with the value 1.063, drops to 1.007 in node 16, and 
thereafter remains close to 1. Two of the neighbour cells have 
only one control rod inserted 61% and therefore some inflow of 
neutrons will take place at the bottom. 
The cell consisting of channels 45, 46, 56, and 57 has one con-
trol rod inserted 96% ~ 24 nodes. The axial power shape is shown 
in Fig. 4.5.5. The standard deviation of the per cent error is 
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Fig. 4.5.3. Average power shape channels 49, 50, 
60, and 61. 
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Fig. 4.5.4. Average power shape channels 1/ 2, 12, 
and 13. 
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Fig. 4.5.5. Average power shape channels 45, 46, 
56, and 57. 
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5.9%. Since the control rod is nearly fully inserted, it should 
be peaked in the lower half of the core. Instead a peak occurs 
both in the upper and the lower part of the core, the distri-
bution being rather flat. This is due to the neighbouring cell 
consisting of channels 23, 24, 34, and 35 which has a control 
rod inserted 61% ~ 15.3 nodes. Turning to the reflection coef-
ficient shown in Fig. 4.5.9, it starts with the value 0.961 in 
node 1, is nearly constant to node 4, where it is 0.968, grows 
to 0.995 in node 10, then to 1.021 in node 16, to 1.037 in node 
22, and is nearly constant for the rest of the nodes. Clearly, 
control rods of neighbouring cells account for the leakage out 
in the lower half, whereas an inflow takes place in the upper 
half because of the absence of a control rod in the cell consist-
ing of channels 23, 24, 34, and 35. A similar behaviour is dis-
played by the cell consisting of channels 5, 6, 16, and 17, the 
power shape of which is shown in Pig. 4.5.6 with corresponding 
reflection coefficient in Fig. 4.5.9. The standard deviation of 
the per cent error is 6.3%. 
The estimated power shapes seem in agreement with the reference 
power shapes in Fig. 4.5.1-4, but in Fig. 4.5.5-6 the deviation 
is rather great. A possible explanation is that the power shapes 
of Fig. 4.5.5-6 are strongly influenced by control rods outside 
the cell, whereas the power shapes of Figs. 4.5.1-4 are deter-
mined principally by control rods inside the cell, and these are 
used directly in the calculations. 
Figure 4.5.10 shows the radial cell power distribution for moni-
tored cells, and Fig. 4.5.11 that tor unmonitored cells. 
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Fig. 4.5.10. Radial cell power distirbution for 
monitored cells. 
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Fig. 4.5.11. Radial cell power distribution for 
unmonitored cells. 
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4.6.1 Method for calculating axial box power distribution 
Having determined the axial cell power distribution, the power 
distribution of the boxes of the cell is to be calculated next. 
Starting in the upper left corner of the cell and moving clock-
wise round the cell the boxes are given numbers from 1 to 4. The 
fraction of the cell power produced by a box depends on the 
presence of control rods and the exposure and void fraction of 
the box. If a control rod is inserted the fraction is reduced, 
but on the other hand this makes the void content less than the 
average of the cell, affecting the fraction in the opposite 
direction. A greater exposure than the cell's average exposure 
similarly means that less power is to allocated to the box in 
question. The void content and exposure of a box can be regarded 
as perturbations of the average void content and exposure of 
the cell, leaving the control rod configuration as the dominant 
parameter. Let I denote the index of a box in a cell and K the 
number of axial nodes from the bottom, and let C denote the con-
trol rod pattern. The control rod pattern is characterized by 
either no control rods per cell, one rod, or two. Then f(I,K,C) 
is defined as the power of box I divided by the total cell power 
at axial level K with control rod pattern C. f(l,K,C) is deter-
mined using a box calculation (diffusion theory in two dimen-
sions) in which the four boxes of the cell are represented. The 
calculation is performed for no control rods per cell, one, and 
two per cell. A void content of 0% and reflecting boundary con-
ditions were assumed. A calculation made at a void content of 
75% showed that the change in f(I,K,C) was negligible, and so 
only results corresponding to a void of Ot were used. The assump-
tion of reflecting boundary conditions will, however, introduce 
an error, since conditions change from cell to cell in the reac-
tor. If a box is adjacent to one in a neighbour cell with higher 
power, the former's power will be raised compared to the power 
predicted by the correlation factor f(l,K,C). 
A way to overcome this difficulty is to use the results from 
the calculation of the estimated detector readings of cells 
without instrumentation. Let the power of a cell at an axial 
level K be PcELL^K'' a n d l e t t n e power of box I belonging to 
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the cell be Peoxd'K) a s determined by the two-dimensional 
detector reading calculations. At each detector level a radial 
leakage correction factor can now be obtained as 
RLEAK(I,K) = PB0X(IrK)/(PCELL(I,K,O) (4.6.1) 
Between the detector levels the correlation factor is determined 
by linear interpolation of the values of the detector levels. 
The correlation factors are generated presuming the same void 
content for all the boxes of the cell. When a control rod is 
adjacent to a box, the power of that box is reduced, and the 
void content becomes greater than that of the other boxes. To 
take the increased moderation into account a void correction 
factor CVM(I,K) is introduced. A typical reduction of the void 
content caused by the presence of a control rod is 10%. This 
value i3 assumed for all controlled boxes. A change by 10% will 
have an effect depending on the average void fraction of the 
cell. Thus a greater effect is expected at higher average void 
fractions. From a two-dimensional diffusion theory calculation 
on four boxes with one control rod inserted the relative change 
of the power of the boxes caused by a reduction of the void 
content of the controlled boxes by 10% were found to be 
void content 
10% 
40% 
60% 
70% 
The void contents used are the average void fractions of detec-
tor level A, B, C, and D. Between the detector levels the cor-
rection factor is found by linear interpolation. Now an overall 
correction factor CR(I,K) can be determined as 
CR(I,K) » CVM(I,K) + RLEAK(I,K) (4.6.2) 
and the box power calculated by using correlation factors is 
multiplied by this factor to get an improved estimate. 
rolled 
0.046 
0.061 
0.077 
0.087 
box adjacent 
- 0.007 
- 0.009 
- 0.011 
- 0.012 
box opposite box 
diagonally 
- 0.012 
- 0.016 
- 0.021 
- 0.024 
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4.6.2. Results of calculating axial box power distribution 
The correlation factors used for the calculation of the axial 
box power distribution are shown in Fig. 4.6.1. The factors are 
given for the case with one and two control rods inserted. The 
factors are normalized so that their sum is equal to unity. If 
one control rod is inserted, the box nearest it experiences a 
decrease in power by 31.1% relative to the average power of the 
boxes of the cell. The power increases by 7.6% in both of the 
adjacent boxes and by 16.1% in the diagonally opposite box. If 
two control rods are inserted the boxes nearest them experience 
a decrease in power by 19.2%, and the boxes adjacent to them have 
an increase by the same amount. 
The cell consisting of channels 49, 50, 60, and 61 is monitored. 
Axial power shapes of boxes of that cell are shown in Fig. 
4.6.2-4. The shapes drawn with full line are determined by the 
three-dimensional nodal calculation, and those drawn with dotted 
line are estimated by the present method. The cell has two con-
trol rods inserted, one by 14% ~ 3.5 nodes, and one by 54% ~ 13.5 
nodes. The bundle power distribution is shown in Fig. 4.6.6. 
In this way the three-dimensional power distribution is esti-
mated within 14% of a three-dimensional nodal theory calcu-
lation. The three-dimensional nodal theory calculation lasts 
for 2220 s in CPU-time, while a calculation by the present method 
lasts for 450 s in CPU-time. 
To examine the influence of the void content on the correlation 
factor a two-dimensional diffusion theory calculation on a cell 
of four boxes has been made for all void fractions in the inter-
val from 0% to 70%. The cell was uncontrolled. At each cell void 
fraction the void fraction of box 1 in Fig. 4.6.5 was raised 10%. 
This is a typical change caused by the presence of a control rod. 
The relative change of the power level for the various boxes was 
calculated. Fig. 4.6.5 shows the results. For box 1 the power 
change increased from -3.3% at 0% void to -7.4% at 70% void. For 
box 2 it increased from 1.0% at 0% void to 2.0% at 70% void. For 
box 3 it increased from 1.4% at 0% void to 3.4% at 70% void. In-
creasing the average void content attaches more importance to a 
change of the void content of a given amount. 
0.172 
0.269 
0.269 
0.290 
0.202 
0.298 
0.298 
0.202 
Fig. 4.6.1. Correlation factors for cells with 
one and two control rods inserted. 
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Fig. 4.6.2. Axial box power shape of channel 49. 
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Fig. 4.6.3. Axial box power shape of channel 50. 
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Fig. 4.6.4. Axial box power shape of channel 61 
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5. DETECTOR CONSTANTS 
5.1. Parametric study of detector constants 
Until now the detector readings have been assumed to be pro-
portional to the everage power density. Some calculations have 
been performed in order to investigate the influence of various 
parameters on the detector readings. The detector readings are 
now assumed to be proportional to the average power of the four 
fuel rods immediately surrounding the detector. The calculations 
are made using CDS13*, a fuel box burnup program using a 
collision probability method for calculating flux in the pin 
cells and diffusion theory for the flux calculation in the fuel 
box. In all calculations ten energy groups, six of which are in 
the thermal region, are used. In the diffusion calculation five 
groups are used. The cross sections are generated on the basis 
of a pin with an enrichment equal to the average of that of the 
pins and with a surrounding water layer to take the influence of 
the water gaps into account. 
Parameters of particular interest are the void fraction and the 
control rods. Calculations have been performed for four boxes 
without control rods, with one control rod, and with two control 
rods varying the void fraction from 0% to 75%. The relative TIP-
reading defined as the ratio of the average rod power at the 
actual void fraction to that at 0% void is shewn in Fig. 5.1.1-3. 
From these curves it appears that changing the void fraction 
from 0% to 75% decreases the relative TIP reading by 12% for 
an uncontrolled cell, by 11% for a cell with one control rod, 
and by 10.5% for a cell with two. If the average pin power of 
the cell is 1000, the average power of the corner rods at 0% 
void will be 1034 for an uncontrolled cell, 1101 for a cell with 
one control rod, and 1212 for a cell with two. Thus one control 
rod increases the detector reading by 6.5% and two increase it by 
17.2%. A control rod results in a strong flux tilt away from 
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the controlled corner, thus raising the detector reading. The 
reason that the detector reading falls with increasing void 
fraction is that the water gaps around a fuel box have varying 
widths. Thus the water gaps accomodating the control rod are 
broader t.ian the water gaps at the detector*s location. Raising 
the void fraction of the boxes, the greater aatount of water in 
the broad water gaps becoaes »ore important as the anount of 
water within the flow box decreases. The result is an increased 
power of pins adjacent to the broad water gaps and a decrease in 
the power of pins adjacent to the narrow ones. As the detector 
reading is proportional to the power of pins which are adjacent 
to narrow water gaps, it consequently falls. 
5.2. Uncertainties in determinating the detector constants 
The detector readings are very sensitive to changes in the sur-
roundings. Thus an inhonogeneous void distribution caused by the 
presence of a water film inside the flow box may change the de-
tector reading by as much as 10%, if the void fraction is 75% 
and the thickness of the water film is 1 mm14'. A similar effect 
occurs when the water gap width varies due to flow box bowing. 
6. CONCLUSION 
A calculational procedure has been set up for estimating three-
dimensional power distributions in a boiling-water reactor core 
using in-core detector readings. The reactor is grouped in 
cells, each of which consists of four fuel boxes surrounding a 
detector string, along which neutron detectors are situated« 
Pirst, the detector readings are calculated that would have been 
measured in the cells without detectors, if they were instru-
mented. This calculation is performed in two dimensions at each 
detector level and is accelerated by means of the readings of 
the detectors at that level. Second, the axial cell power dis-
- 95 -
tribution is calculated by performing a one-dimensional cal-
culation for each cell in the reactor; this is forced to pro-
duce the readings of the detectors of the cell. Third, the axial 
box power distribution is determined by multiplying the axial 
cell power by correlation factors. Calculations on a quarter core 
of a boiling-water reactor have demonstrated the suitability of 
the calculations procedure for core surveillance systems. Com-
bining one-dimensional calculations on cells and two-dimensional 
calculations at the detector levels with correlation factors 
makes the computing time much less than a whole-core three-di-
mensional nodal theory calculation. On the other hand, the appli-
cation of these simple methods will lead to reduced accuracy, 
and this must be taken into account when using them. 
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